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PORTFOLIO & CREDENTIALS



hello
We are Melon Design Studios and we 
are here to elevate your F&B brand to 
new heights of creativity and design.
Welcome to our world!

Unlock 
your brand’s 
potential



Who we are
Melon is a boutique design and creative agency with offices in
Beirut, Dubai and Berlin. Established in 2010, we have a wide
experience in the F&B Sector of the GCC and the MENA region.
Our work is our passion, and we consider our clients as partners.

From the biggest brands to the smallest of startups, Our aim is
mutual and the objectives are clear: We elevate your brand to the
next level to create unforgettable customer experiences.



It's all in the name
Our approach is fresh and wholesome, just like our name! 
Our strategies are comprehensive, and we give you tailored 
solutions to solve all design-related problems that might come 
your way. 

We think about brands from every angle and perspective. 

From internal culture to advertising, from digital to broadcast
and print, as well as interior services, we transform absolutely
everything, creating magical worlds and dreamy brands.

Our aim is to empower you and make your brand stand out from
the crowd.



our clients



How it began
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how it began





We create strong brand 
identities that will satisfy 
your customers’ sensory 
experience.
Logo
Brand identity
Concept development
Packaging 
Design
Art Direction
Photography
Advertising
Strategies 
Copywriting
Editorial design
Signage
Uniform design
Social Media
E-Marketing
Social Media Management
Website Design

We create unforgettable 
spaces. Our designs 
are carefully crafted 
and the WOW effect is 
guaranteed!
Interior design 
Concepts + Sketches
Design
Execution
Technical Documents
Supervision
3D’s

services we help you

Stand out

Become a leader

Be unforgettable

Generate sales

Build a strong visual identity

Generate Brand Awareness



Welcome 
to the 
fruitful side!



Our Work
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Project scope
/ Logo and brand identity rebranding.
/ Menu, uniform and packaging design.
/ Brand book & social media guidelines.
/ Website design.
/ Monthly retainer design services.

Roma / KSA
Roma restaurant was first established in 1992 in KSA, followed 
by the opening of 2 other branches in Riyadh. Ever since, Roma 
Group has been continuously working on its expansion to 
broaden its horizon and become global. Melon has mutinously 
worked with the owners to rebrand and update Roma’s image, 
while preserving its authenticity and history. 



old logo new logo





Project scope
/ Logo and brand identity creation.
/ Signages.
/ Menu boards.
/ Brand profile.

Swiss Butter / Lebanon
Swiss Butter is a casual steakhouse diner that serves 3 
main dishes: Beef filet, Chicken breast, & Salmon filet. The 
restaurant’s concept revolves around the sauce. Therefore, 
the brand identity we have created also revolves around 
the sauce, its smoothness, color, taste, and texture. The 
brand language is as simple and as catchy as its concept.





Project scope
/ Logo and brand identity rebranding.
/ Interior design.
/ Menu, uniform and packaging design.
/ Brand book & social media guidelines.
/ Website design.

Barbar / Lebanon
Barbar was founded in 1979 in Lebanon, as a small 
‘Manouche’ Bakery. It first opened its doors in front of the 
famous Piccadilly Theatre, in the heart of Beirut. More 
than 4 decades later, Barbar has moved from being a 
comfort food outlet to a staple in the Lebanese cuisine. 
Today, Babar is considered to be a tourist attraction and

a must try for every visitor in Beirut. Our project 
was to develop Barbar’s brand image to be 
confidently exported to the MENA market, 
aiming to repeat the same experience for 
customers around the region, one city at a time.
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Project scope
/ Naming
/ Logo and brand identity creation.
/ Signages, uniform, menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Brandbook guidelines.
/ Monthly retainer design services.

Zankil / KSA
Our clients wanted to create an upscale 
Lebanese restaurant in Dammam, KSA, 
and we delivered! The name Zankil 
means a rich man who is known for his 
hospitality and generosity. His house is 
always open for gatherings ,great food, 

and a good time. The brand image we 
have designed perfectly embodies the 
story behind the name Zankil, and is 
aligned with the concept through the 
elegant visuals and colors.







Project scope
/ Logo and brand identity rebranding.
/ Interior design.
/ Cups & bags.
/ Uniform.

Pinicchio / Ghana
Pinocchio is a destination ice cream shop in 
Ghana that opened its doors in 2013. Our aim 
was to rebrand Pinocchio’s whole identity and 
logo. Our work consisted on creating an interior 
and a brand image that are both up-to-date and 
fun, while also being elegant and classic.
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Project scope
/ Logo and brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform

Khan El Rayhan / KSA
A restaurant serving Mediterranean and Middle-Eastern 
cuisine opened its doors in KSA, a few years ago. The 
restaurant was specifically designed to attract young upscale 
clientele formed by locals and expats. We have closely worked 
with the owner to develop an identity that reflects the brand’s 
offerings and that helped him appeal to his young clientele. 







Project scope
/ Brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Uniform, menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Brand profile.
/ Monthly retainer consultancy services.

Shababik / KSA
Shababik is an authentic Lebanese 
restaurant that opened in Ana Gheir mall in 
Jeddah in June 2014. After the success of 
its first branch, we worked with Shababik 
on uplifting their interior and improving their 
positioning. This allowed them to open a

second successful restaurant in 
Riyadh. We have been working closely 
with Shababik’s management, ever 
since their first opening in 2014, on the 
brand›s continuous development and 
improvement.







Project scope
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.

Via Roma / Lebanon
Via Roma means the way to Rome. The restaurant 
is all about Italian food such as bread, pasta, and 
various other Italian delicatessens. You can feel 
the dynamism and the enthusiasm behind the 
customized font of the logo; qualities that perfectly 
embody and reflect this simple yet fun concept.







Project scope
/ Naming
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.

Ajeen / USA
Our client wanted to open a Lebanese 
bakery in Boston, USA, and bring the taste 
of home to Lebanese expats living in 
America. The simplicity of the name and 
the attractiveness of the idea are catchy 
enough for Lebanese to easily remember it,

while also being simple and rhythmic 
enough for people who don’t speak Arabic, 
to easily memorize. The logo, the brand 
identity, and the colors greatly reflect the 
product, while giving American people a 
taste of the beloved Lebanese cuisine.





Project scope
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.
/ Monthly retainer design services.

Shawarma 360 / KSA
Shawarma 360 was created in 2013 from a passion 
for authentic food. The aim was to be the top 
Shawarma restaurant in Saudi Arabia selling the 
beloved classic Shawarma while adding innovative 
twists to it. In 2019, Melon helped S360 restructure 
and rebrand the restaurant to reflect the growing and

ever-changing audience. The look and feel of the 
restaurant continuously evolve to greatly reflect 
the developing atmosphere and create a perfectly 
unique Shawarma experience.







Project scope
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ interior design.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.

Caffeine Plus / KSA
The concept of the name was originally created 
and registered in KSA. Our scope of work consisted 
on rebranding the logo, the brand identity, and the 
interiors. And that is how we created a fun space 
where people can meet over endless cups of 
coffees to socialize and disconnect.







Project scope
/ Brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...

Ward el Sham / Lebanon
This Lebanese restaurant was located in the 
middle of Verdun, Beirut. It has the perfect oriental 
ambience and a very rich food’s presentation. We 
love to share with you the work we have specifically 
developed for this brand a few years back.







Beans'n Cream

Project scope
/ interior design.
/ Signages.

Beans n Cream / Ghana
Beans n Cream is a coffeeshop located in 
Accra Airport in Ghana. We have worked on its 
interior design that is inspired from the African 
traditions and patterns, while adding a modern 
touch to it. The result is a rich interior with a 
unique look.







Project scope
/ Brand identity development.
/ interior design.

Lebanese Um Khalil / Jordan
The Lebanese Um Khalil restaurant was 
established in 1977 in the historical city of Jerash 
in Jordan. It is one of the oldest restaurants in 
Jordan. Its location as well as its exceptional 
food has grabbed the attention of local and 
international families. Over the years, going to this

restaurant, especially during the holidays and 
on the weekends, became a tradition and part 
of the Jordanian culture. It was our greatest 
pleasure to work on the new branch that 
opened in Amman and create an interior that 
perfectly reflects its rich heritage.









Project scope
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ interior design.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.

Kahwet Um Khalil / Jordan
Kahwet Um Khalil is the casual edition for the 
Lebanese restaurant Um Khalil that is more 
upscale. Kahwet Um Khalil was created for the 
Amman branch in Jordan, for everyday food, 
casual get together, and endless shishas.







Man w Salwa

Project scope
/ interior design.
/ Signages.

Man w Salwa / Lebanon
Our work was to create an interior based on 
conceptual architecture that best captures 
and reflects the fun and young atmosphere 
of the Lebanese restaurant located in Le Mall, 
Dbayeh.









Project scope
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ interior design.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.

Frida / Lebanon
Located in the heart of Achrafieh in an old building, 
Frida Restaurant is home for the lovers of Mexican 
food. The name, the logo, the interior, as well 
as the cozy terrace, are all an ode to the great 
Mexican artist - Frida kahlo. The restaurant serves 
Lebanese food with a delicious Mexican twist.









Draft

Project scope
/ interior design.
/ Signages.

Draft / Lebanon
Draft is a nice pub with a cool crowd located in the heart of 
Jounieh in Lebanon. We worked on creating an unforgettable 
experience through the combination of contemporary 
elements, glowing greens, and a cozy bar furniture with dim 
lights. All these unique elements give the location a great 
atmosphere and create a lovely experience.







Project scope
/ Naming
/ Logo & brand identity creation.
/ Signages & environmental branding.
/ Menu, placemat, packaging...
/ Uniform.

Bar 35 / Lebanon
Bar 35 is a cool pub located in the heart of Mar 
Mikhael in Beirut. The brand identity we have 
created for the restaurant is young, dynamic, 
and playful, just like its crowd. The concept of 
the pub is based on numbers, luck, and positive 
communication.





Arabiste

Project scope
/ interior design.
/ Signages.

Arabiste / Lebanon
This Lebanese Authentic café, located in 
the heart of Jounieh, is one of its kind! The 
restaurant evokes nostalgic feelings and 
emotions to restaurant goers, as well as to 
passersby.









BEIRUT / LEBANON
Metn, Jal El Dib
Main internal road
Akl Buidling, 3rd floor
+961 3 426 171 www.melon-studios.com

DUBAI / UAE
Al Barsha South Fourth
Prime Business Center
Office B901, 9th floor
+971 58 550 8071

Get in
Touch!

BERLIN / GERMANY  
Chausseestr. 37
Block D1
10117 Berlin
+49 30 44 308 217


